
STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 
 
MEETING DETAILS: 

Club: MANAWATU RACING CLUB Date: 15 June 2013 
Weather: Overcast 
Track: Heavy 10 
Rail: True position 
Stewards: Messrs R Neal (Chair); N Goodwin; B Bateup and L Tidmarsh 
Typist: Pauline Penketh 

 

GENERAL:  
 

 

SUPPLEMENTARY:  
 

 

SUMMARY: 
Swabbing: PENCURI; LITTLE BUTTERFLY; RIOCH; MAROTIRI MISS; ZENOCOIN; ORMOND ROAD; KIPKEINO; 

POLLY FLINDERS 
Suspensions: Race    

Protests: Race   

Fines: Race  5 M Mitchell – ZENOCOIN 
Fined $100 [Rule 638 (2)] Celebratory gesture.  

Warnings: Race    

Bleeders: Race   

Horse Actions: Race   

Medical Certificates:  

Rider Changes: Race    

Late Scratchings: Race   
 

  

 
RACE COMMENTS: 

Race 1 IPL PLYWOOD/EURO CORPORATION STEEL MAIDEN 

 GOLDEN GLOVES began awkwardly. 
 LUCKY JAZZ and COASTAL HEIGHTS came together shortly after leaving the barriers. 
 BLAME DE ANGELS raced four-wide without cover throughout. 
GOLDEN BAY was held up rounding the home turn until near the 250 metres. 

Race 2 WINSTONE WALLBOARDS HANDICAP 

CRAFTY LAD and CHAIR UP were slow away. 
TALK THE TORQUE raced keenly in the early stages. 
ELATED raced wide throughout. 
CRAFTY LAD commenced to over-race shortly after leaving the barriers and had to be steadied for some distance. 
TALK THE TORQUE had to be restrained off heels near the 1000 metres when over-racing. 
LITTLE BUTTERFLY bumped with the tiring MISS CLAWDY when improving into a narrow run passing the 200 metres. 
When questioned regarding the performance of ELATED, rider M Dravitizki reported the gelding was unsuited to the Heavy 
10 nevertheless trainer D Woodhouse was disappointed with the performance.  Stewards ordered a post-race veterinary 
examination of ELATED which revealed a delayed post-race recovery rate. 
When questioned regarding the performance of CHAIR UP, R Hannam could offer no excuses and was disappointing. 



Race 3 LJ HOOKER MANAWATU STEEPLECHASE 

SANUYE blundered after jumping the second fence resulting in rider H Curran becoming unbalanced for a short distance. 
SANUYE over-raced in the early stages. 
RIOCH raced keenly throughout. 
After jumping the fence near the 3000 metres SANUYE became unbalanced and ran wide for a short distance. 
RIOCH was inclined to run the fences down in the middle stages. 
SOLID STEEL commenced to jump indifferently passing the 1600 metres and gave ground. 
ISSYOSLER failed to rise at the fence near the 1400 metres and blundered badly with rider I Lupton being dislodged.  
ISSYOSLER sustained a severe injury to its near- side shoulder which necessitated the gelding being humanely euthanased. 
CAPE KINAVERAL jumped the fence near the 900 metres poorly and lost ground. 
SANUYE landed awkwardly after jumping the second last fence resulting in H Curran becoming unbalanced. 
SANUYE returned to the enclosure noticeably sore.  Trainer M Oulaghan reported that the gelding had suffered a 
significant tendon injury and would now be sent for a lengthy spell. 

Race 4 OFFICE PRODUCTS DEPOT HANDICAP 

DAIELLO was slow to begin and then raced keenly in the early and middle stages. 
Shortly after the start NEO lay out dictating SACHA wider on the track, SACHA then raced three-wide without cover 
throughout. 
When questioned regarding the performance of NEO, which was under pressure some distance out, rider R Myers could 
offer no excuses.  Stewards requested a post-race veterinary examination which revealed a delayed recovery rate but no 
other abnormalities. 

Race 5 MANAWATU ITM AWAPUNI HURDLES 

HONEY settled back after the start. 
SEA KING raced ungenerously throughout and made contact with the running rail on two occasions near the 800 metres. 
STAINLEY raced wide round the first turn. 
Shortly after jumping the fence near the 600 metres SEA KING had to steady when attempting to improve into a run which 
had not fully developed to the inside of ZENOCOIN. Following the event the connections of the 2nd placed SEA KING (J 
Rathbone) viewed video coverage concerning the incident near the 600 metres which involved the 1st placed ZENOCOIN 
(M Mitchell), however after consideration elected not to proceed with an objection. 
M Mitchell the rider of the winner ZENOCOIN admitted a charge under Rule 638 (2) after he made a celebratory gesture 
prior to the winning post.  The JCA imposed a fine of $100.00. 

Race 6 COURTESY FORD HANDICAP 

FLEMINGTON shifted out leaving the barrier inconveniencing NGARIO. 
CHAPINTA was inclined to hang out in the early part of the final straight and near the 300 metres shifted out bumping with 
JUST A SHOUT. 
When questioned into the run of BELFAST LAD, rider B Lammas said the gelding was not suited by the holding nature of the 
track. 
When questioned into the run of INTRANSIGENT rider D Walsh advised the gelding over-raced throughout and had little 
left at the finish. 

Race 7 JAMES HARDIE / PASLODE HANDICAP 

CARINYA began awkwardly shifting out and hampering POST ONLINE which lost ground 
SEA EAGLE was slow to begin. 
KIPKEINO had to steady momentarily passing the 400 metres when denied clear racing room. 
When questioned into the run of KING OF ROCK, rider H Tinsley said after being trapped wide the gelding was unable to 
finish off as expected. 

Race 8 NELSON PINE INDUSTRIES HANDICAP 

SLAH began awkwardly. 
GOOD ONE GLADY was slow to begin. 
RIPDIDDLER and RUEBEN THORN raced wide throughout. 
ABRAHAM LINCOLN was momentarily held up near the 250 metres and then shifted ground outwards to obtain clear 
running. 
When questioned into the run of BRAD THORN, rider R Myers reported that while the gelding had been comfortable in the 
going it was much better suited when able to race in clear running, either in or near the lead, however this did not 
eventuate today. 

 

 


